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Day Trading Forex with Price PatternsForex Price Action Day Trading SystemMake 1000 pips per

month or moreTimeframes used - 30minutes-4hoursComponents Price Action TrendsPrice

PatternsSupport and Resistance Levels SummaryThe book contains a powerful price action day

trading system that focuses on very strong patterns that price makes.These patterns are illustrated

with great detail inside the book,but more importantly,the logic behind every pattern is described in a

way that the trader will learn exactly what is happening with the buyers and sellers,which of them

are stronger at that time.Knowing this,the trader can then make the best trading decionsThe system

looks at the bigger picture to find the direction in which to trade,then it uses the 30 minutes chart to

spot price patterns and day trade them with very good success.It doesn't use technical indicator of

any kind.It also has very well defined entry,stop loss and exit rules that enables the trader to make

the maximum out of every tradeLearning and applying this forex day trading system is all you have

to do to become profitable consistently.You can read the sample and if you require further details

feel free to contact me at damirlaurentiu@yahoo.com
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This book was a quick, straight to the point, educational masterpiece. It is built upon the best

technical indicator out there...price action. The book will teach you how to spot gross overall trends

and then scale in with smaller time frames to recognize common price patterns. It is these patterns

that the professionals and big movers and shakers look for. When there is a break to the upside or

downside in the price patterns, moves can be substantial and your going to want to be ready to "ride

the pip wave". The book is easy to understand and provides you with a simple system to start

trading and make some potential pips. The author is very, very helpful. His E-mail address is

included with the book and he invites you to ask him questions related to the book or FOREX

questions in general. It is comforting to know a trader with a tried system that works for him; it is

very important for a trader to have a mastermind group and a solid support system. Buy it now.

You'll learn something from it or at the least, solidify something you've learned in the past. I give it a

thumbs up. Great value!

As a professional money manager and foreign exchange trader this is another great system. Many

of the patterns I trade myself work well when traded as designed. This system is for the more active

trader and focuses on price action which is all that really matters. Indicators on Meta trader are a

waste of time and this will invariable result in the you losing in my opinion. The less distraction and

the more focus on price action the better your results are likely to be.I think Laurentiu Damir is very

generous in sharing something so simple that works so we can get on with using the correct money

management and training ourselves to develop the necessary patience and discipline required to be

consistently profitable traders.

This book hits all the major things you need to know to be successful, I was just getting started in

forex and really had no direction and this author's books guide you in the winning direction!! This

shows you all the vital information and also shows you examples which are all explained in detail!

This book is giving pretty much detail of each pattern which I believe that it's important. However, I

think it may require experience to spot the pattern, because when we are trading, it will not be

exactly like how we draw waves from what we can see from the past chart.Anyway, I would

recommend beginners to read this one.

Excellent book. Finally the era of long and useless book is over. In this book you have everything

you need. Where to enter position, where to set stop loss and where to exit. And what time frame to



use.I have tried to learn Forex from books in the past, but every time failed. Because of this author I

started to trade on demo account in just one week. And I knew nothing about Forex before.Thank

you Larentiu.

I've been trading, studying, and testing the FX market for 7 years. I tried several systems. Bought

this book because it's cheap. The system in the book is simple and easy to follow. I made some

money experimenting with it by following the trends. I will do at least a year of testing on this to see

how it goes. Also bought other books of his.

Love it! Provides knowledge on why prices moves and traders can take advantage with minimal

risk. Doesn't rely on technical indicators much but emphasizes price action and key patterns

very clear, very concise, very to the point... a real book on how to succeed in forex trading. the

author presents all the real know how on trading and leaves the unnecessary aside. this is what is

so great about the system
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